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Fun World Records
Have you ever heard of the Guinness World Records? Here is a quiz about some fun animal record.
See how many questions you can get right.

Record 1: The longest snake

Record 2: The longest rabbit

Medusa
When: 2011
Where: United States

Darius
When: 2010
Where: United Kingdom

How long is it?
A. 5.67 m
B. 6.67 m
C. 7.67 m

How long is it?
A. 109 cm
B. 129 cm
C. 159 cm

Record 3: The longest dog’s tongue ever

Record 2: The oldest panda ever in captivity

Jia Jia
When: 2002
Where: United States

Brandy
When: 2016
Where: Hong Kong

How long is it?
A. 43 cm
B. 53 cm
C. 63 cm

How long did Jia Jia live?
A. 18 years
B. 28 years
C. 38 years
See answers on page 12.

Sydney Trip
During the Easter holidays, Miss Mak Long Ying and ten students from P.5 went on a
Sydney English study tour for nine days co-organized by our school and the Hong Kong
Student Aid Society Primary School. We visited famous tourist destinations in Sydney,
had delicious food and went to a local school where we met a lot of new friends.
We learnt about the culture of Australia. The study tour also helped improve our English
because we could use English to communicate with Australian people. It was a fun and
memorable trip. We had a great time in Sydney.

Day 1

23rd March, 2018 (Friday)   Cloudy

We’re excited because we’re going to Sydney today! We met in the
afternoon at school and arrived at Hong Kong International Airport in
the evening. When we checked in, Mr. Fan and Miss Yeung suddenly
showed up at the airport. They were nice and gave us some snacks.
We were surprised! We took amazing group photos before we departed
Hong Kong.
It was a long flight! Ten hours! Although travelling by plane is fast, it’s
uncomfortable! We could not sleep well on the plane but we had a
nice dinner and watched interesting movies! We will arrive in Sydney
tomorrow. What will happen?
By Bobo Pang Wing Chi
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Day 6

28th March, 2018 (Wednesday)  Sunny

This morning we woke up very early for a school visit
because we did not want to be late. It was our first time
to go to an Australian Primary school. It was called Mary
Immaculate Primary School. We make a lot of new friends
there. Mr. Dowd is the principal. He greeted us and showed
us around the school. He was very nice.
Firstly, we did a presentation about Hong Kong and
introduced Hong Kong’s famous food and tourist attractions
to the Australian students. They were excited to answer our
questions. All of them put up their hands! We were surprised!
Then we had a group discussion with Australian students.
We compared the cultures of Hong Kong and Australia.
Australian lessons are different from Hong Kong’s schools.
They have a lot of group projects and discussion, but they
do not have much homework. During recess, the children
invited us to play with them in the playground. It was fun!
Next we had music, art and P.E. lessons with the students

there. We enjoyed playing ball games on the grass the most.
In the afternoon, we had lunch in the school canteen. Mr
Dowd invited us to join an Easter raffle in the school hall.
There were a lot of Easter eggs! We also brought some
special souvenirs from Hong Kong and gave them to the
students. We hoped they liked our gifts. Finally, our school
prepared Chinese calligraphy as gifts for the school. They
were wishes written on red banners. They meant blessing,
energy and good health.
We had a great time in the school visit. The kids were kind
and friendly. We hope to see them in Hong Kong in the
future.
By Smile Yao, Kathy Wong and Sunny He
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31st March, 2018 (Saturday)   Sunny

It was our last day in Sydney. We woke up very early for our flight.
It was a nice study tour. We had great fun in this beautiful city. We
liked the blue sky and perfect sunshine there. We also learnt to get
on with one another and take care of ourselves. We want to thank
Miss Mak for taking good care of us for nine days. We also want to
thank Mandy, our tour guide. She was nice and friendly. We hope to
visit Sydney again soon. Goodbye, Sydney!
By Matthew Chan Lik Wing

Goodbye, Sydney! We’ll be back!
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Masterpieces by
LKKB Students
P.1-2

Things I Bring to School

1A Taki Sin Nok Wai

This is John.
He has a rubber and two pencil cases.
This is Susan.
She has four pens and three rulers.
This is Karen.
She has six pencils and one pencil case.
This is Mark.
He has two erasers and five books.

My Monster

1B Hezel Chen Ka Wai

It is a monster.
.
It has three small eyes
It has no nose.
It has a big mouth.
It has six long arms.
It has a long tail.

Our Colourful Clothes
1C Kiki Zheng Pui Ki

This is Tom.
He is cool.
His T-shirt is white.
His shorts are black.
He is my best friend.
This is Mary.
She is cute.
Her T-shirt is white.
Her skirt is grey.

My Toy

1D Cindy Zhong Ziyu

I have a doll.
It is blue and orange.
It has long hair.
I like my doll.
It is cute.
It is beautiful.

4

Classroom Instructions

1E Alex, Chen Bochoa

1. Don’t look at the computer.
2. Don’t talk in class.
3. Don’t point to the window.
4. Look at the blackboard, please.
5. Open your book please.
6. Turn on the lights.
7. Point to the blackboard.
8. Clean the blackboard.

A Party

2A Jacky Zhang Chung Sen
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My Family

2C Aidan Tsui Tsz Chung

Let’s Help at Home

2B Meng Annie
Stella, Bella, Kitty, Johnny and Betty are my
classmates.
Stella helps at home. She makes the bed and
waters the plants.
Bella helps at home. She walks the dog,
sweeps the floor and hangs up the washing.
Kitty helps at home. She makes the bed and
sweeps the floor.
Johnny helps at home. He makes the bed and
sweeps the floor.
Betty helps at home too. She feeds the dog and
makes the bed.
They are my best friends.

My name is Tsui Tsz Chung. I am seven
years old. I am thin. I have short hair. I live in
Yuen Long. I come to school by bus.
There are three people in my family. They
are my mother, my father and me. My father
is a fireman. He puts out fires. My mother
is a housewife. She looks after my family. I
have no brothers or sisters.

My Best Friend

2E Desmond Zhang Bo

My best friend is Jason. He is seven years old. He
is tall and thin.

My Weekly Activities

He is tidy and helpful. He sweeps the floor every
week. He washes the dishes every day. He also
waters the plants and tidies his room every week.
He is very hard-working. He studies every day.

My name is Eason. I am eight years old. I study
in Lok Sin Tong Leung Kau Kui Primary School
(Branch).

Jason’s dad is a worker and his mom is a
housewife. I love my friend forever.

2D Eason You Yat Shun

I go to church on Sundays. I play computer games
on Mondays. I read comics in Tin Shui Wai Library
on Tuesdays. I visit my grandma on Wednesdays.
I study with my tutor in Yuen Long on Thursdays. I
have piano lessons in Shenzhen on Fridays. I play
basketball on Saturdays.
I am happy.
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P.3-4

Jason at the Fast Food Shop

3B Jan Li Hang Kin

A Birthday Surprise

3A Lucy Fong Yuet Sin

Last Friday was Jacky’s mum’s birthday. Jacky
and his dad wanted to give Mum a surprise on her
birthday. They went to a supermarket and they
bought a lot of things such as eggs and potatoes.
After they got home, they tried their best to make
dinner in the kitchen. Mum was happy when she
saw the food. However, she found that the food
was salty.
In the end, they went to a restaurant for dinner.

Jason is at the fast food shop. He wants to buy a
can of coke, a packet of apple pie and a hamburger
because he is hungry and thirsty.
Jason asks, ‘How much are they altogether?’ The
cashier says, ‘They are thirty dollars.’
Jason takes out his wallet but he only has twenty
dollars. He is worried and nervous because he
cannot buy the food that he wants.
Luckily, Jason sees his best friend, Paul. He is
eating in the fast food shop. Jason asks Paul, ‘Can
I borrow ten dollars from you, Paul?’ Pau says, ‘Yes,
no problem.’ In the end, Jason can buy the food and
they share the food together. They are very happy.

My Classmate

An Email to a Friend

Sabrina is my classmate. She is a girl. She sits
behind me. She is tall.

To Franklin,
I want to go to Joyful Christmas Camp with you. The camp
is from the twenty- third of December to the twenty-fifth of
December. At the camp, I can take classes. I want to go to
Chinese chess class because I don’t know how to play Chinese
chess. I can enter contests too. I’m not good at sports. I’m good
at music. I want to enter the music contests. There are some
activities on the twenty-fourth of December. I want to make
Christmas food because I want to give it to my friend. Do you
want to go to the camp with me? Let’s go together!

3C Wilson Ng Wai San

Sabrina likes playing basketball. I play basketball
with her every day. She is kind. She always
helps me.
Her favourite subject is English. She is good at
English. She likes English lessons. She likes
playing badminton when she is free. She plays
badminton every week.

3D Bill He Yi Piu

Please write soon.
From,
Bill

Buying a Present

3E He Johnson

Today is David’s birthday. Winnie and Joe
want to buy a toy for David. Joe asks, ‘When
do we go to the toy shop?’ Winnie says
‘Now!’
In the toy shop, Joe says, ‘That car!’ Winnie
says, ‘OK!’ Then, they ask the cashier, ‘How
much is it?’ The cashier says, ‘It’s fifty-five
dollars.’ But Joe does not have enough
money. He only has fifty dollars.
Finally, Mum gives five dollars to him. Then,
they buy the toy car in the end. They feel
happy.
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My Personal Description

4A Christina Jing Yu Huen

My name is Christina. I am nine years old. I am a girl and my
birthday is on 17 th January. I am 134cm and 28kg. I live in
Shenzhen.
I am tall and thin. I am light. In my class, my best friend is
Mandy. She is taller than me. She is 135cm but I am thinner
than her. Her hair is shorter than me.
My hobbies are playing the piano, playing badminton, singing,
reading books and listening to music, but I like playing
badminton best because it is interesting and exciting!
What are your hobbies? What do you like? Tell me about
yourself!

Being Late for School

4B Dave Liu Miu

Calvin liked playing computer games very much. He played
computer games for a long time every day.
One night, he played computer games until five o’clock in the
morning. He only slept for two hours. He didn’t do his homework.
He got up at eight o’clock. He was worried that he would be late
for school, so he ran to the bus stop. However, he missed the
bus. ‘Oh no! he said. He waited for the next bus for one hour.
On the bus, Calvin saw a man. The man asked, ‘Where are you
going? Calvin said, ‘Ah…I’m just going …to … school.’ The man
followed Calvin to school. When Calvin entered the classroom,
the class had started. The teacher was angry. He said, ‘Why are
you late for school again? You ought to go to bed early. Then
you will not be late for school. OK?’ Suddenly, the man jumped
out. He put a knife on Calvin’s neck. He threatened, ‘Give me
fifteen thousand dollars. Then I’ll let him go.’ Everyone was
scared. Then a security guard came. He saw the bad man. Next,
the guard called the police. The police came and sent the man
to prison.

A Reply Letter to Uncle Benny

4C Angel Zhuang Lok Yu

Dear Uncle Benny,
Thank you so much for your letter.
Here is my plan: On the first day, we will go to Sai
Kung. We will go hiking, do water sports and go
to the beach.
On the second day, we will go to the Peak.
We will look at the view of Hong Kong and go
shopping.
On the third day, we will go to Lantau Island. We
will visit Disneyland, ride on the cable car and
visit the Big Buddha.
On the last day, we will go to Tsim Sha Tsui. We
will take photos on the Avenue of Stars.
We will have lots of fun!
From,
Jim

From then on, Calvin was not late for school. Every day, he went
to school by bus with his friends together. It was safer to go with
his friends.

When We Were Little

My Resolutions

4E Janet Chan Tsz Ching

4D Butt Hassan Ahmad

When I was five years old, I could go swimming by
myself and tie my shoelace but I could not go iceskating because it was difficult.

My name is Hassan. I am now in Class 4D. After the
summer holiday, I will be in P.5. I want to be better than this
year.

My friend Wendy could tie her shoelace by herself
but she could not go ice-skating because no one
taught her. Her mum taught her then.

At school, I am going to help my teachers and the new
students. Then I will be a star pupil.
At home, I am going to help with the housework twice a
month. I am going to tidy my room too. Then Mom will not
be tired and my room will be clean.

My friend Kelvin could go swimming by himself but
he could not play the piano because it was difficult.
His brothers helped him.

To stay clean, I am going to wash my socks and wash my
hair once a day. I will eat less sugary food and more grain
products. Then I will be healthy.

My friend Candy could comb her hair by herself
but she could not go ice-skating because it was
difficult. Her father helped her.

I am confident that I am going keep my word. I think I can
be better next year. I think I can be a star pupil.

A Reply Letter
Dear Rose,
I am sorry to hear that you are feeling sad and you did
not enjoy the camp.
If you want to be fit, you need to do more sports and
have good eating habits. Fruit and vegetables are good
for us. You need to eat more vegetables and fruit. Too
much sugary food is bad for your teeth. I think you need
to eat fewer sweets.

4F Feng Tin Lok
I am sure if you take my advice, you will become fit and
healthy. I hope you will do more sports and eat more
fruit. I believe you can enjoy it more next year.
Yours,
Sandy
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P.5-6

A Cooking Day

5B Nana Chen Xiao Nang

Interesting Places in Hong Kong

5A Lucy Chan Lok Tung

There are many interesting places in Hong Kong. We can
see and do a lot of things there. Let me introduce them to
you.
In Tsim Sha Tsui, we can go to the Avenue of Stars. We
can visit and take photos with magnificent statues, such as
Bruce Lee and McDel. Also, we can buy some souvenirs
we like. That’s a great place to go in Hong Kong.
On Hong Kong Island, we can go to the Peak. We can
take fantastic photos of different things, such as tall
buildings in the distance, the beautiful sky and people on
the streets. Of course, we can go shopping in the malls
and have delicious dim sum in the Chinese restaurants.
Does it sound wonderful?
Also on Hong Kong Island we can go to Aberdeen. We can
eat some seafood, such as fish, shrimp, crab and scallops.
Apart from that, we can enjoy the beautiful sea view and
take photos of the sea. It’s a great place to enjoy the
scenery.

Last month, I cooked with Sunny, Matthew and Leo.
We cooked sweet sago cream with coconut milk.
We cooked in Sunny’s home.
Matthew searched for the recipe. Matthew said,
‘We need to buy 500 grams of tapioca pearls, 500
millilitres of coconut milk, 200 millilitres of water
and 50 grams of sugar.’ So, Leo went to buy the
ingredients.
First, Sunny boiled the water with the tapioca
pearl and mixed it. Then, I added sugar into the
mixture, but I added too much sugar so it would be
too sweet. Sunny said, ‘That’s alright’. After that,
Matthew poured the coconut milk into the mixture.
Next, Leo put the mixture in the fridge. Thirty
minutes later, Leo took the mixture out.
Finally, we sat down and enjoyed sweet sago cream
with coconut milk. It was delicious.
We all felt satisfied and happy. It was a great day!

How to Be a good Child

In Hong Kong, we can go to many different places. Hong
Kong is a wonderful place. Why not go there soon?

My School Picnic

5D Betty Cheung Ka Yi

It is important for a child to behave well at home and in
public places.
5C Ron Wu Yi Ho

Last Thursday was our school picnic day. I went to Butterfly
Beach Park. I went there by school bus. I went with my
classmates and teachers. I felt happy.
I brought some chicken wings, soft drinks, sweet potatoes,
sweets and pork chop. I had a barbecue with my classmates.
I listened to the music, played card games and also played
ball games. I ate some chicken wings, sweet potatoes,
sweet sausages, fruit and I drank some soft drinks.
The food was yummy. I was happy and full.
I left at one o’clock. I felt very happy. I enjoyed the picnic
very much. I want to go there again.

At home, we should share our feelings with our parents.
Also, we should get on with our brothers or sisters.
However, we shouldn’t quarrel with them. Also, we
shouldn’t fight with them
In public places, we should also behave well. We
should sit quietly on the bus. Also, we should be polite
at school. As well as that, we shouldn’t speak loudly
at the MTR station. Also, we shouldn’t speak or play
noisily in restaurants.
When someone helps us, we should say, ‘Thank you.’
or we can write a thank-you note to that person. When
we hurt someone, we should say, ‘Sorry’ to him or draw
a card for him.

The Three Wishes
A long long time ago, a fisherman and his friend lived near a
river. Every day, the fisherman went to the river to catch fish.
One morning, the fisherman went to work as usual. He was
about to catch a fish when a fairy fish appeared and begged
him, ‘If you let me go, you can have three wishes!’ The
fisherman was very happy. Then he ran home happily.
The fisherman told his friend about the fairy fish and the three
wishes. His friend was happy. He thought that he would have a
lot of girlfriends, a big and cool car and a lot of money. Both of
them were very happy. The fisherman said, ‘I know we shall be
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5E Keaton Lo King To

rich.’ Just then, the fisherman went to the river and said, ‘Fairy
fish, I want my three wishes!’ Then the fairy fish appeared and
said, ‘What are your three wishes?’ ‘Fairy, I want to have a
lot of girlfriends. Secondly, I want to have two big cool cars.
Thirdly, I want to have a lot of money.’ The fairy fish said, ‘No
more?’ The fisherman said, ‘That’s all.’ The fairy fish said, ‘OK!’
The fisherman used his wishes for the money, girlfriends
and the big cool cars. However, the fairy fish could not use
the magic. Instead, the fairy only gave the fisherman some
mosquitoes, a lot of insects and some dilapidated cars. Then
the fisherman and his friends were sad.

An Accident

6A Anna Lee Yuk Ting

One day, Peter’s mum cooked some soup.
While she was taking the soup to the living
room, the phone rang. It was Auntie Jenny
who was in England. Mum hadn’t chatted with
her for a long time. She chatted with Auntie
Jenny happily. She even forgot the soup! After
thirty minutes, Peter felt hungry. He wanted
to eat some food so he went to the kitchen
to look for some cookies. Accidentally, he
knocked over the soup! The hot soup burnt his
arm. He was in pain so he shouted, ‘Oh! Dad,
help me.’ He cried loudly.
Dad heard a loud noise so he went to the
living room. He saw that Peter was hurt! He
called 999 quickly. Peter was sent to the
hospital. The doctor said, ‘You will be fine, but
you need to stay here for a week.’ Mum felt so
sorry for Peter.
After this accident, Peter learnt that he should
be careful when doing anything.

A Letter to the Principal

6B Mandy Lee Man Ying

10th November, 2017
Dear principal,
How are you? We are writing because the Charity Club
would like to help ‘World Vision’ to raise money for the poor
children in Laos. We think our ideas will help solve some
problems for the children there.
People in Loas do not have enough clean water because
their drinking water is dirty. Also, 40% of people are sick
because they do not have enough food. They do not have
enough money to buy medicine.
We can donate money and collect some old books for sale.
We would also like to go on a charity walk and run on a
second hand stall.
We hope you will be able to help us organize the charity
events.
Yours sincerely,
Mandy Lee
Member of the Charity Club

A Farewell Speech

6D Grace Lao Choi Ying

How Karen Spent Her Pocket Money

6C Shirley Cheung Siu Man

Yesterday, Karen and her mum were in their house.
Karen got a good result in her exam, so her mum gave
her some pocket money. Karen was happy and excited
because she could buy many snacks and food that
she liked.
Then Karen went outside to buy what she wanted.
Karen walked on the street and she saw a hawker
selling some fish balls. The hawkers said, ‘The fish
balls are clean and delicious. You must try them.’
Karen thought the fish balls should be clean. She
bought and ate the fish balls. She was happy because
the fish balls were delicious. However, one hour later,
Karen had a stomachache. Her mum felt worried. Karen
looked very sick. They went to the hospital quickly to
see the doctor.
The doctor told Karen, ‘You ate too much dirty food.
It can make you sick. You should eat more healthy
food to stay healthy. Here is some medicine. Take the
medicine twice a day. Remember to eat more healthy
food. Then Karen and here mum went home. Karen
would not eat dirty food anymore.

Good morning, everyone. Today is the last day of
primary school for us and I’d like to thank our teachers
for a great year in Primary 6. There are some things we’ll
always remember and be thankful for.
We’ll never forget when we won the volleyball
competition. The score was 25 to 15. It was an exciting
experience. We’d like to thank Miss Lung because she
taught us to enjoy teamwork.
I went to a Shanghai study tour with my classmates. It
was a joyful experience. I learnt the value of teamwork
because we saw that the other students were working
well together. This made them work faster. We’d like to
thank the school for giving us the chance to join the tour.
Visiting the elderly centre was the most unforgettable
experience. At first, I was annoyed and shouted at an
old lady. Then Miss So taught me to be more patient and
to respect others. In the end, I learned to respect the
elderly more. We’d like to thank Miss So because she
taught us to respect others.
Finally, I have a big thank you to all our teachers. We’ll
miss you all and we’ll always remember what you taught
us. Thank you.
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Toys Reviews
By 5B Amy Lam Sze Ki
I am going to review the new Slyvanian
Families Delicious Restaurant. It is $500
and we can buy it from Argos or Toys
“R” Us. It is a beautiful restaurant where
rabbits, cats and bears can eat lunch and
dinner. In the restaurant there is a spiral
staircase, a kitchen and tables and chairs.
The animals are lovely and it even has a
chef’s outfit! This toy makes me feel happy
and I will tell my friends about it

Rating: 4/5

Rating: 5/5.
By 4A Dickson Siu Chun Yin
I am reviewing the new Nerf N-Strike Elite
Rapidstrike CS-18 Blaster. It is a toy gun which
has a clip with 18 darts. I think it will be a lot of
fun as it can fire the darts over 18 metres. It is
a very big gun so you need to be strong to hold
it. If you want to play with it, I’ll ask you, ‘ How
old are you?’ as it’s for ages 8 and over. It is a
very powerful gun and you can even change it to
‘sniper mode’. You can buy it from Toys ‘R’ Us for
$300.

By 5A Annie Huang
I am going to review a toy called the
‘Discovering STEM Architecture Set’ by
Engino. You can buy it in Toys ‘R’ Us for
$900HKD. You can build a model of the Eiffel
Tower and Sydney Bridge, which is really
fun and challenging. It makes me feel happy
because building is so much fun. I will give it
four stars because it is expensive.
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Rating: 4/5
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On 1st June, the LKKB Students’ Voice Team had a debate competition over
some heated topics. The following are our team members’ viewpoints. Do you
share the same ideas with them?

Red Team

Yellow Team
Minnie, Nana, Annie, Kitty, Nancy

Mandy, Louis, Dickson, Christina, Tony

Blue Team
Janice, Janice, Sunny, Amy,
Anna, Vincent, Gordon,

Should Children Be Allowed to Use Facebook?

Yes

No

Yellow Team

Red Team

- Children should be allowed to use Facebook because they
can learn lots of information.

- We believe facebook isn’t safe. Not only is going on
facebook bad for our eyes but anyone can take our
information, pictures and telephone numbers to commit
crimes. Hackers can take your bank account number
and steal your money.

- Children don’t like to read newspapers so using Facebook
can allow them to learn new things in a fun way. We can learn
about news from around the world using Facebook.
- Facebook allows children to talk to their family in other
countries and make new friends in new places too. This keeps
families close and means we can all stay connected to one
another.

- In addition, if you spend a long time on facebook, you
might not be studying or doing homework meaning you’ll
get bad marks in your exams.

Should Children Be Allowed to Play Computer Games?

Yes

No

Red Team

Blue Team

- Computer games should be played by children for many
reasons. Firstly, some games are about history and what
happened in the past. They can help us learn about history in
a fun way.

- In our opinion, students shouldn’t be allowed to play
computer games because it is not good for their health.
Playing too many computer games and staring at a
screen can damage our eyes. You need to take care of
your eyesight.

- Secondly, playing computer games for 20 minutes a day
allows us to relax. Our school lives are already busy so a little
bit of time to have fun can actually help us improve our school
lives.

- Also, playing too many games might mean students
have less time to study and sleep. Then we will get bad
marks in our exams.

- Finally, it allows us to play with friends and also make new
friends.

Is Homework Important?

Yes
Blue Team
- We agree homework is important. It is required by all students
to do. Homework can help students remember what they
learnt in lessons and is good revision too. We strongly agree
homework is important.
- In addition, doing homework helps us getter better exam
results meaning we can study in good secondary schools and
universities.

No
Yellow Team
- We think homework isn’t the most important thing
in the world as students need time for activities that
can help them relax and not feel too much pressure.
Students can study at their own free will but homework
isn’t needed to do this.
- In addition, homework can be an extra burden on
students from a busy school life. If they forget how to do
something, they need to ask family to help them.
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By 6A Anna Lee Yuk Ting , 5A Huang Annie
5B Minnie Leung Hei Tung and 4A Dickson Siu Chun Yin

On 27th April, 2018, the LKKB newspaper
team went to the Tin Shui Wai MTR
station to do a survey on transport. We
conducted the survey by interview and
asked 35 people questions about how
they travel. This is what we found:
We first asked them if they like public
transport. 97% (34/35) of the interviewees
think that public transport is a good thing.
(See Fig. 1)
Next, we asked them if they have a car.
More than four-fifths (31/35) of them do
not have a car. (See Fig. 2)
Almost half (43%) of the people get to
the MTR on foot while a quarter (23%)
go there by bus. Only one person (1/35)
drives to the MTR. (See Fig. 3)

What do people like about the MTR? 46% (16/35) said it is convenient while 34% (12/35) think it is
fast. Only 11% (4/35) like it because it is cheap. (See Fig. 4)
So what don’t people like about the MTR? Amazingly almost half the people interviewed (17/35) think
it is expensive while 46% (16/35) think it is too crowded. The MTR must be very good if everyone uses
it. (See Fig. 5)

Finally we asked the people what would be their favourite way to travel.
Two people said by sports car, three people said by helicopter, four people
like walking, five people like cycling and 15 people like public transport.
That’s 43%! (See Fig. 6)
We have learnt public transport is a good thing - especially the MTR! It is
fast, convenient and good for the environment. Next time you are on the
MTR think how lucky we are to travel quickly, cheaply and conveniently.

Fun World Record (Answers)
1.C 2.B 3.A 4.C
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